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ABSTRACT
Technical challenges of the MSX science instruments require careful characterization and
calibration of these sensors for analysis of surveillance experiment data. Procedures for reduction of
Resident Space Object (RSO) detections will be presented which include refinement and calibration of
the metric and radiometric (and photometric) data and calculation of a precise MSX ephemeris.
Examples will be given which support the reduction, and these are taken from ground-test data similar
in characteristics to the MSX sensors and from the IRAS satellite RSO detections. Examples to
demonstrate the calculation of a precise ephemeris will be provided from satellites in similar orbits
which are equipped with S-band transponders.
1.0 INTRODUC_ON
The Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) is scheduled for launch in 1994 and is a space flight
program designed, in part, to demonstrate surveillance of the space and Resident Space Object (RSO)
background from space (Mill et. at.). The technical challenges include cryogenic technology for cooling the
Infrared sensor (SPIRIT III), low noise high performance focal planes, high off-axis stray-light rejection
optics, on-orbit signal processing and data compression, and contamination control. The orbit is specified to
be 898 km altitude circular at nearly a Sun-synchronous inclination of 99.16 degrees. The lifetime of SPIRIT
III is expected to be 21 months, and the visible (SBV) and UV (UVISI) sensors have a planned operation
period of 60 months. Primary science data will be stored on board using tape recorders and downlinkecl via
25 Mbit/s communications, and compressed science data will be downlinked via 1 Mbit/s communications.
There will be two S-band transponders on board, which allow the S-Band Ground-Link Stations (SGLS)
network to provide tracking data for precise ephemeris determination.
The SBV isthe principalspace surveillancesensorand uses a 15 cm apertureoff-axis,re-imaging,
all-reflectivetelescope,a thermo-electricallycooled,bareCCD focalplane,a signalprocessorand supporting
electronics.The SBV focalplanecontainsfourthreesideabuttableframe transferCCDs with 420x420, 27ttrn
pixelseach.The designcharacteristicsaregiveninTable I.
SpectralRange
Spatial resolution
Field of View
Table 1: SBV Characteristics
0.3000-0.9000 pm
12.1 arcsec (60 _rad)
1.4" by 6.6"
Aperture, f/no. 15 cm, f/3
FPS size (four CCDs)
Frame times
Quantum efficiency
420 by 1680 pixels
0.4,0.5,0.625,1.0,1.6,3.125 sec.
28%
The SPatial Infrared Imaging Telescope (SPIRIT) 3 sensor is the primary instrument on MSX,
covering the spectrum from the midwave infrared (MWIR) to the very-longwave infrared (VLWIR). SPIRIT
III consists of an off axis re-imaging telescope with a 35-cm diameter unobscured aperture, a six-channel
Fourier transform spectrometer, a five-band scanning radiometer, and a cryogenic dewar/heat exchanger.
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The sensitivity of the spectrometer limits its use for observing RSOs. The radiometer has five Si:As focal
plan arrays of 8x192 pixels each, operating between 11 and 12 degrees Kelvin. It collects data in six color
bands with a spatial resolution of 90 pradians. The scan mirror can remain fixed or can operate at a constant
0.46 degree/sec scan rate with programmable scan fields of lx0.75, lxl.15 and lx3.0 degrees. The radiometer
focal plane assembly uses a combination of dichroic and bandpass filters to allow simultaneous
measurements in bands A, D and E, and in band B and C. The band B focal plane is divided horizontally into
two equal sections, each with a slightly different bandpass. Table 2 lists the half-power bandpass, number of
active columns, and projected sensitivity for each array. Similar to the SBV, there will be an Onboard Signal
and Data Processor (OSDP) for clutter rejection and data compression.
-Radiometer Bands
Passband (pro)
Active Columns
Sensitivity(NEFD)
(10-18 W/cm 2)
Table 2: SPIRIT III Radiometer Passbands
Band A Band B 1 " Band C
Band B2
6.0-10.9 4.22-4.36 11.1-13.2
4.24-4.45
8 2 4
1.1 10 0.8
Band D
13.5-16.0
0.7
Band E
18.1-26.0
4
1.7
The Ultraviolet/Vislble Imaging and Spectrographic Imaging (UVISI) sensor system consists of five
spectrographic imagers (SPIMS) and four imagers. Together the SPIMS cover a spectral range from far
ultraviolet (ll0nm) to near infrared (900nm). The imagers include wide field-of-view (WFOV) and narrow-
field-of-view (NFOV) sensors in the visible and ultraviolet. Surveillance investigations will concentrate on
the NFOV imagers. The commandable filter wheel in each imager houses three bandpass filters and a
neutral density filter, in addition to an "open" and "closed" position. The UVISI imager characteristics are
given in Table 3.
InstDjment
FOV (deg)
Table 3: UVISI Imager Characteristics
UV NFOV
1.28xl.59
Resolution (_t rad) 90
Passbands (nm)
open 180-300
Vis NFOV
1.28xl.59
90
300-900
(xl0 "4)
305-315
closed
ND filter (xl0 "3)
WB1 filter 200-230
WB2 filter
wRa filter
230-260
260-300(polarization)
350=_0
470-64O
This report will focus on the reduction required for accurate analysis of the MSX space surveillance
data. Three primary areas are identified: metric calibration, photometric and radiometric calibration, and
calculation of the MSX precision ephemeris.
The SBV and SPIRIT III should provide metric measurements in the FK5 reference frame accurate
to 15-20 micro-radians (3-4 arcseconds), and calibration will involve reference RSOs with well-known orbits
(such as Lageos and EGP) and calibration of the sensor boresite, MSX fiducial reference frame, and sensor
alignments. The UVISI sensors are not expected to provide high quality metric data.
The MSX sensors are designed to provide high quality radiometric data. The band-to-band ratios for
calibrated SPIRIT III irradiance measurements are expected to be accurate to 5%. Radiometric calibration
will involve RSO and stellar reference sources and multi-spectral comparisons from the different sensors.
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The reductionofSGLS trackingdata shouldprovidean MSX orbitwhich isaccurateto 15 meters.
Obtainingthisaccuracyisdifficult,however, and involvescalibrationofthe SGLS trackingdata,modeling of
the MSX attitudeand cryogenflowrateeffects,and modeling othernon-gravitationaleffects.
2.0 METRIC CALIBRATION
The SBV and SPIRIT IIIsensorsshouldbe ableto providegood qualitymetricdata.Itisexpected
thatthe SBV metricdata willbe accurateto 4 arcsecondsor betterand that the SPIRIT IIIwillbe only
slightlyworse.This sectionwillfirstdescribethe reductionthatisrequiredtoproduce the most accurate
metricobservations,and then techniquesof calibratingthe data willbe presented involvingthe use of
preciseorbitsofcalibrationRSOs. Test data similartothe SBV willbe shown as examples ofthe reduction
proceduresand themeans by which thesedataare calibrated.
2.1 Reduction of SBV Metric Data
The SBV involveshighlydistortedoptics(which are not defractionlimited)due toa designwhich
attemptstomaximize the rejectionofstraylightfrom thefocalplane.The sizeofeach pixelisapproximately
13 arcseconds(60 micro-radians),and itis reasonableto try to sub-dividea pixelby a factorof 3-4 (or4
arcseconds)usinglightwhich spillsintoneighboringpixels.SBV isaself-calibratinginstrument,sinceitwill
be ableto detectstarsdown to 15thvisualmagnitude. Therefore,a preciseinertialocationofthe boresite
and attitudemap can be determined forthe SBV at any instanceby matching stardetectionsto a star
catalogand fittingattitudemodel parameters tothe starmap. Then, once an attitudemodel isupdated for
the SBV, the model can be invertedtofocalplane locationsforan RSO detectiontoproduce rightascension
and declinationmeasurements. A metricerrorbudget forthe SBV involvesaccuracy ofthe referencestar
positionsand number of stars observed,centroid error from the observed stars in SBV focalplane
coordinates,(streak)endpointerrorfrom the observedRSO detectionsin SBV focalplane coordinates,and
model errorfrom the SBV distortionmap.
Any catalogofreferencestarscan be used forSBV metricreduction,and we have chosen several.
Each referencestaristobe anchored tothe FK5 inertialreferenceframe,and thereforestarswhich do not
come inthatframe must be carefullytransformed.This isadequatelydetailedin (Smithet.al.).The catalogs
which are currentlyimplemented in the reduction software for the SBV are the SAO catalog,the
Astrographicall-skystarcatalog,the Guide Star catalog,and the Landolt SpecialArea Fieldscatalog(see
Landolt).The Landolt catalogpositionsare not intendedformetricuse,but the colorinformationisuseful
forphotometriccalibrationofthe SBV. Starsinthe referencecatalogstypicallyhave positionaccuracyof0.5
-2 arcseconds,and the use ofdense catalogsoldenallowsmore than 100 observed starsfrom the SBV tobe
matched. Both annual and diurnalaberrationare appliedto transform mean to apparent placefor each
referencestar,because diurnalaberrationcan produce an effecton the order of 5 arcsecondsdue to the
velocityofthe MSX about the Earth.The parametricmodel forthe SBV attitudeand distortioninvolves37
coefficients.
The SBV willhave a signalprocessoron board the MSX, which willdetectlinearstreaksmoving
from frame-to-frameacrossthe focalplaneand stationarylightsources.Ifthe SBV iscommanded toobserve
in a Siderealmode, then the starsin the background willbe stationaryand streaksmay representRSO
targets.Ifthe SBV iscommanded totracka particularRSO, sothatthe RSO isstationaryin the SBV focal
plane,then starswillbe seen as streakingacrossthe focalplane.Because the SBV opticsare not defraction
limited,a stationarypointsourcewillspillintoneighboringpixelsand a streakwillactuallyappear as a
swath ofpixelsbetween 3 and 5 pixelswide.This works toour advantage,however, sincecentroidingwill
allowthe reductionsoftwaretosub-dividea pixelby a factorofthreeorfour.Based on ground calibrationof
the SBV sensor,itisestimatedthatcentroiderrorislessthan 0.2pixels(or2.6arcseconds).
The direct map between inertial coordinates and pixel coordinates on a particular CCD in the SBV
focal plane is accomplished by a series of coordinate frame rotations about angles which characterize the
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SBV attitude.Ifv denotesan inertialunitvectorand w a unitvectorofdirectioncosineson the focalplane,
the directmap isdescribedmathematicallyas
w = R1(-t0R2(_)R3(_+90)R2(90-50)R3(a0)v,
where Rk denotesthe rotationabout the axisk=1,2,3by the indicatedangle,a0 denotesthe SBV boresite
rightascension,80 the boresitedeclination,_Pthe SBV rollangle,and _ and _ denoteoff-axisangleswhich
are designedtomove the boresitevectorfrom the centerofthe SBV focalplane tothe centerofa particular
CCD. Once w is calculated,directioncosinesare input to the distortionmap so as to convert (linear)
directioncosinestoCCD pixelcoordinates.
The distortionmap isexpressedby a low-orderpolynomialin two directioncosinevariables,Uz and
Uy, involving32 coefficients.The map can bc describedmathematicallyby
15
X c = _ am uP (m)T_l(m)
m=0 vz vy
and
15 p(m) (m)
Yc = ZbmUz L_
m=0
where mathematical expressionsforp(m) and q(m) are
p(m) = [rn/4]
and
q(m) = rn -4 p(m)
with [k ]beingthe integerportionofthe number k. Initialcalibrationofthe distortionmap coeffÉcientshas
been performed using the SBV opticson the ground,and itisfound thatthismap isaccuratetobetterthan
0.15pixels(or2 arcseconds).The map describedabove can be invertedto transform pixelcoordinatesto
inertialspace,but the distortionmap must be inverted using iterativetechniques due to itsnon-linear
nature.
2.2 Reduction of SPIRIT Ill Metric Data
In general, the SPIRIT III sensor will not be able to see enough stars in order to self-calibrate the
pointing and attitude. Therefore, metric calibration will rely on alignment matrices between the SPIRIT III
focal plane and an MSX fiducial frame. Alternatively alignment with the SBV focal plane can be used to
determine the attitude of the SPIRIT III. The MSX is a rigid-body spacecraft, and there are no gimbaled
mirrors. Therefore, pointing a sensor implies that the entire spacecraft must be pointed. The SPIRIT III and
SBV sensors are co-aligned, and there exists a star camera on board the MSX which will be used to anchor
the MSX fiducial frame. Whenever recognized stars are observed by the SPIRIT III, IffVISI, and SBV
sensors, then these data will be input to an algorithm to keep track of the alignment between sensors. This
information will be steadily maintained throughout the lifetime of the instruments, and knowledge of the
pointing for one sensor can be used in conjunction with the alignment information to determine the pointing
for the other.
Distortion in the SPIRIT III optics will be modeled in a similar fashion to the SBV, and it is expected
for the coefficients to change little from ground-calibration values since the temperature of the sensor will be
kept nearly constant. Star data will be used periodically to check and update the SPIRIT III distortion
model.
It remains to indicate how precise focal plane measurements of the RSO data are reduced from the
SPIRIT III data. This task is performed by an On-Board Signal and Data Processor (or OSDP), which is to be
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flown on board the MSX and can also be run on the ground with SPIRIT III raw data. The OSDP is a
software and hardware system developed by the Hughes Aerospace Corporation, and involves two separate
procedures. The first is known as the Time Dependent Processor, (TDP) which lines up the column data
correctly from the SPIRIT III mirror scans (if necessary) and allows hot pixels to be grouped together. The
second is known as the Object Dependent Processor (ODP), which detects a group of hot pixels and identifies
star and streak data. These object sighting messages are prepared and attitude models are inverted for
conversion into an inertial coordinate frame similar to the SBV detections.
2.3 RSO Calibration Orbits
PrecisionorbitsofcalibrationRSOs are tobe used tocheck the accuracyofthe SBV and SPIRIT III
metricdata and to determine biasesforthe data.This sectionwillidentifyRSOs thatcan be used forthis
procedureand willdescribetheindependentdatasetsthatareused tocalculatethecalibrationorbits.
Good calibrationRSOs are thosewhich have stableorbitswhich are not difficulttomodel and which are
routinelytracked by a varietyofsitesso that a dense sampling oftrackingdata isavailable.The Lageos
calibrationspheresare excellentcandidates,becausethey are equippedwith lasercube cornerreflectorsand
serveascalibrationRSOs forbothradar and opticalsitesaround the Globe.The Lageos orbitsare stableand
are routinelyknown to within 10 cm. They can alsobe routinelytracked by MSX sensorssinceviewing
anglescan be easilyfound which do not requiretrackingtoo closeto the Sun or the Earth'slimb.Other
RSOs which make good calibrationorbitsare EGP, Etalon,ERS-1, and GPS. The GPS satellitesmake good
calibrationorbitsbecause accuratesamples ofstatevectorsaccuratetobetterthan 5 m are availableat all
times.
The objective for calibrating the SBV and SPIRIT III data is to obtain an independent reference orbit
for an observed calibration RSO which is accurate to better than 1 arcsecond in sensor right ascension and
declination angles. The reference orbit is calculated using a special perturbation orbit determination
program which can fit many types of data to the equations of motion using a detailed force model. Then this
orbit is compared to the observed data and statistics are calculated from the pass. Biases are included in a
historical database and incorporated into the calibration models for the metric data reduction.
The precision orbit determination software which is used for this procedure is known as DYNAMO,
and it has a history dating back to the 1960s for use in calibrating sen_or data and providing precision
reference orbits. The capabilities and qualities of DYNAMO are highlighted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: DYNAMO, A Precision Orbit Determination Software Package
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2.4 Example of Metric Reduction and Calibration
In this section, an example of the metric reduction and calibration process will be presented. The raw
data for this example are selected from a ground-test setup designed to be similar to the SBV. A 6 inch
telescope system was attached to the 31 inch optical mount at the Experimental Test Site (ETS), located
near Socorro, New Mexico. A 420 x 420 CCD focal plane was used to record the data employing parameters
for the integration time and number of frames which are similar to the SBV. In November of 1991, a 32
minute pass of the Lageos I satellite was collected with this system using 29 sets of data with 8-16 frames for
each set. The reduction and calibration steps for this set of data will be highlighted in this section, with the
final objective being to characterize the accuracy of Lageos I metric observations.
First, the raw data must be passed through the SBV Signal Processor to detect the stationary point
sources and streaks. In addition to the streak metric information, a type of signature data must be collected
which labels frame and intensity data for each pixel near the best-fit line to the streak. The signature
information is used in post-processing to refine the end points and deduce a visual magnitude measurement
for each streak detection.
The next step is to match as many of the observed stars as possible to an on-line star catalog and to
update attitude parameters for the sensor (boresite vector and focal plane scale). The results are shown in
Figure 2, displaying a Bull's-eye plot of the residuals (in the focal plane) of the stellar position data aider the
fit. This chart shows that the root mean square (rms) of the residuals is close to 1 arcsecond in each
direction. Outliers can be traced to saturation, double-star systems, or stars which are on the edge of the
field of view.
RMS ERROR
X -- 1.10 arcsec
Y -- 1.19 arcsec
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Figure 2: Bulls-Eye Plot of Residuals (arcseconds) of Matched Star Positions Based on a Least Squares Fit of
the Focal Plane Attitude Parameters
Once an accurate attitude map is available, the end points of the observed streak must be refined
using the signature data and the attitude map must be inverted to transform the streak end point
measurements in focal plane coordinates to inertial right ascension and declination measurements. In order
to characterize these measurements, a precision ephemeris for Lageos I must be determined. This is
accomplished using DYNAMO and independent measurements of Lageos I from a time period spanning plus
or minus three days about the epoch of the pass. The independent measurements are taken from laser radar
and skin tracking from radars and optical sites in the Space Surveillance Network. This suite of observations
allows an ephemeris for Lageos I to be determined to better than 10 cm, and this implies that the predicted
sensor accuracy from a ground-based site is better than a fraction of an arcsecond. A comparison of the
Lageos I observations to the precision ephemeris is shown in Figure 3. There is a strong bias in declination of
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2.2 arcseconds, and this could be due to a time discrepancy since the inclination of Lageos I (109 degrees)
causes along track orbit error to be manifested as a declination error. The standard deviations in right
ascension and declination are larger than the desired 4 arcseconds, and the principal sources of error are not
easily identified. Possible error sources include a (slight) shift of the mount from frame to frame and noise in
the data.
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Figure 3: Bulls-Eye Plot of Residuals (arcseconds) of Lageos I Metric Observations as Compared to a
DYNAMO Reference Orbit for a 32 Minute Pass.
3.0 RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION
3.1 Introduction
The SBV, SPIRIT III, and UVISI sensors should be able to produce high quality photometric and
radiometric data. Surveillance data will be used with high fidelity models of the reflected and self-emitted
radiation from satellites, to develop methods for identifying RSOs, monitoring their status, and determining
some of their physical properties. These high fidelity models account for such variables as: solar phase angle,
sensor to RSO aspect angle, material properties, and temperature. The discussion here is limited to the
methods of data reduction and calibration to be used with each of the MSX sensors, and an assessment of the
expected accuracy.
Each of the MSX sensors is unique, and the data reduction and calibration will be different for each
one. The MSX program intends to provide data that is certified to be calibrated to within specified limits. To
this end, the Data Certification And Technology Transfer (DCATT) Principal Investigator Team is devoted to
establishing calibration procedures and standard data reduction software. Even though fundamental
differences between the MSX instruments require different calibration and data reduction methods, they do
share some common elements. For example, there are three steps in the calibration process. Each
instrument will have extensive preflight (or bench) calibration. It is hoped that this preflight calibration will
be valid for the on-orbit data. Second, there will be a series of on-orbit observations taken for purposes of
calibration. These include internal sources, used in each data set, to obtain corrections for each data set.
Finally, some data sets will contain observations of objects with known luminosity, which will provide
additional calibration information. These three sources of information will provide the calibration
information necessary for photometric and radiometric analysis of MSX data.
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3.2 SBV Radiometric Reduction and Calibration
The conversion of raw digital numbers to engineering units for the SBV is done for each pixel. The
dark current (a function of temperature) is measured with the SBV cover closed, and is subtracted from the
measurement. The responsivity conversion of digital numbers to Watts/cm 2 in band is done using ground-
based calibration data.
The on-orbit calibration phase will be done using calibrated reference stars, primarily the Landolt
fields (Landolt). The Landolt star fields have been established as astronomical photometric calibration
standards. Since the SBV has a nonstandard and very broad spectral response, the relation between the SBV
magnitude and the magnitude of a star must be known. From analysis of the SBV spectral response, the
relation between the visual magnitude of a star, Mv, with color, B-V, and the SBV magnitude, MSBv is given
by an empirical relation (Beavers)
MsBv = _ + R,(B-V) + I_(B-V) 2 + R3(B-V) 3-
We expect this relation be have an accuracy better than 0.02 magnitude.
During the collection of RSO science data, many observed stars will have a visual magnitude and a
color, though not of the accuracy and reliability as the Landolt calibration fields. The process of reducing the
SBV data will start with a computed value, MSBVcat (as described above), for each detected star found in the
star catalogue, and this is compared with the observed magnitude, MSBV°bS, derived from the calibration. The
mean difference between these two quantities becomes the zero-point correction for the frame set,
AMsB v = _ ( MSBVoh' - MSBVcat ) / n
and is subtracted from the observed RSO magnitude. In this way the SBV makes self- calibrating
photometric measurements.
In processing SBV photometric data, a simple model is used for prediction of MSBVRs°. It is based on
assuming that the satellite reflects the solar spectrum. We have adopted (Beavers)
MSBVRso = -26.8 - loglo ( pA F(_) / r2 )
where p is the reflectivity, A is the effective area, F(¢) is the phase function, and r is the range to the target.
As an example of this process, a comparison of a pass of SBV like data taken on the Lageos satellite
at the Lincoln Laboratory Experimental Test Site (ETS) is given in Table 4. This 32 minute pass is from the
same example data discussed in the Section 2.4 on metric calibration, and photometric measurements were
computed using the signature data collected by the SBV signal processor. These data were used to determine
MSBVas° using a zero-point correction calibrated by the stars, as described above. The area and reflective
properties of the Lageos I sphere are used in the model. Shown in Table 4 are the solar phase angle and the
residuals in SBV magnitude for each of the Lageos observations from the data set described in Section 2.4.
The visible model used p=0.15 for the reflectivity, A=0.5 m 2 for the effective area of the sphere, and F(¢)=2((_
- _)cos(_) + sin(_))/(3 _9) for a diffuse sphere. The results illustrate modeling the photometric properties of
Lageos sample to better than 0.4 magnitudes.
3.3 SPIRIT HI Radiometric Reduction and Calibration
The on-orbit calibration phase for SPIRIT III will be done in two different ways. First, a ground
based observing program has been conducted to determine a small number of stellar infrared reference
calibration sources. These sources will be routinely observed and used to monitor the stability of the infrared
sensor. As described below, calibration and analysis of infrared data involves knowledge of the source
7O
temperature.For a star,the irradianceasa functionoftemperaturedependsin afundamentalwayonthe
compositionof the stellar atmosphere,a subjectstill underdevelopment.This provedto bean important
issuein thecalibrationofIRAS(Beichmanet.al.).Thereforestarswill provideastablereferenceto monitora
changein the sensor, but another calibration method will be used. There are five emissive reference spheres
that will be deployed from the MSX during the SPIRIT III lifetime. These two centimeter spheres, coated
with Martin Black, are designed to have a well defined temperature, and to provide orbital geometry that
will sample the full dynamic range of the SPIRIT III. The goal is to provide knowledge of the emissive
reference sphere temperature with sufficient accuracy to determine the absolute irradiance to 15% and theband-to-band ratio to 5%.
Table 4: Comparison of an Observed Pass of Visible Data for Lageos with a Photometric Model
SENSOR MAGNITUDES
OBJECT YR DAY HR MN PHASE
8820 91 312 2 6 + 26.1
8820 91 312 2 6 + 25.6
8820 91 312 2 6 + 25.3
8820 91 312 2 7 + 24.4
8820 91 312 2 8 - 22.7
8820 91 312 2 8 - 22.7
8820 91 312 2 9 - 21.6
8820 91 312 2 9 - 20.9
8820 91 312 2 15 - 17.9
8820 91 312 2 16 - 18.7
8820 91 312 2 18 - 20.7
8820 91 312 2 18 - 21.7
8820 91 312 2 19 - 22.9
8820 91 312 2 20 - 25.0
8820 91 312 2 21 - 27.0
8820 91 312 2 22 - 29.2
8820 91 312 2 23 - 31.6
8820 91 312 2 24 - 34.2
8820 91 312 2 25 - 36.3
8820 91 312 2 26 - 38.6
8820 91 312 2 27 - 41.2
8820 91 312 2 28 - 43.6
8820 91 312 2 37 - 64.2
8820 91 312 2 38 - 65.2
RANGE OBS PRED RES
7581.1 12.10 12.21 -0.11
7548.4 11.98 12.20 -0.22
7534.7 11.93 12.19 -0.26
7480.7 12.10 12.17 -0.07
7382.1 11.72 12.13 -0.41
7382.1 11.58 12.13 -0.55
7312.9 12.02 12.10 -0.08
7270.0 12.13 12.08 0.05
6880.7 11.71 11.95 -0.24
6851.9 11.92 11.94 -0.02
6814.4 11.90 11.94 -0.04
6804.7 11.88 11.95 -0.07
6798.8 11.76 11.95 -0.19
6798.1 11.55 11.97 -0.42
6806.4 11.54 11.99 -0.45
6823.4 12.06 12.01 0.05
6850.9 12.13 12.04 0.09
6891.0 12.53 12.08 0.45
6930.2 12.80 12.11 0.69
6981.5 12.67 12.15 0.52
7045.6 12.81 12.20 0.61
7114.7 12.37 12.26 0.11
8068.4 13.55 12.86 0.69
8131.8 13.24 12.90 0.34
For surveillance data analysis, a simplified calculation is needed for the automated processing and a
quick check of the observed RSO radiometry. The following describes such a process. Tables have been
developed for processing the six SPIRIT III wavebands and the four IRAS wavebands. These can be
augmented for other wavebands as necessary. The analysis involves conversion of the input observation for
each band in Watta/m 2 in band to any other band, and conversion to standard units such as Jansky's
(W/m2/I-Iz) and Naj's (W/m2/micron). The basic relations are as follows: If the telescope response is R(_), the
filter + blocker + detector response for band B is _B(_.), the Planck function radiation is _(T), and T is the
absolute temperature, then we define the object in-band radiance as
F _(T)--f; (_'_ (_')_(T) d_ (m_ )
o
where the Planck flux density is
_x(T) = 3.74185 x l0 s
and k is in microns (Allen). For convenience we call this flux density unit a Naj. A generally used alternate
flux density unit is the Jansky defined as 10 -26 W]m2/Hz. Using the relation that fX=c=2.99792458x1014
microns/sec, we can convert Naj's to Jansky's with Naj's-__/ansky, s,2.99792458x10.12/X 2 We can now computethe observed flux (in-band) irradiance as
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where A isthe areaofthe object,athe emissivity,and rthe range tothe object.
The temperature ofan objectcan be found as follows.The temperature dependence ofthe observed
flux,FoB(T),depends on the band. Italsodepends on £,A,and r. Assuming £isindependentofk,the ratio
Fo( F
=F =
forbands x and y,isa monotonic functionofT. Figure 4 displaysthisratiofora number ofbands forthe
SPIRIT IIIsensor.Therefore,giventhisfunctionan observedin-bandfluxratioimmediatelydeterminesthe
temperature,independent ofobjectsize,range,and emissivity.With the measurement ofn in band fluxes,
n(n-1)/2determinationsoftemperatureare possible.
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Figure 4: Ratio of Flux Densities for SPIRIT III Wave Bands
Given a temperature, the observed in-band flux can be expressed in Naj's at a reference wavelength,
_o' as
=F
It iscustomary (though not necessary)to selectko in the band. This can be converted to Jansky_s,as
describedabove,with
As an example of this process, we show some data from the IRAS satellite. The InfraRed Astronomy
Satellite (IRAS) was operational for about 10 months in 1983. The IRAS sensitivity is very similar to that
expected from SPIRIT III, although the IRAS observing geometry resulted in measurements at a phase
angle near 90 degrees. However, a number of observations on medium to high altitude satellites were made
over the lifetime of IRAS, and they are illustrative. In Table 5, we give the results of analysis of an
observation sequence for the Lincoln Calibration Sphere (LCS) 1 (SSC #1361). This is a 1 meter square area
sphere in a circular orbit at a range of 1900 km. Three measurements were taken in each of the 12, 25, and
60 micron bands, and if a value of e= 0.032 is used, then we see the comparison of the measurements to the
model is good to better than 0.5 Jansky's. The largest residual is for the 60 micron measurement, and the
temperature inferences from the ratios with this measurement appear to be high. It is reasonable for this
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methodology to be able to provide temperature data from SPIRIT III measurements to +5"K in temperature
and _%2%in emissivity and absorbtivity.
3.4 UVISI Radiometric Reduction and Calibration
The on-orbit calibration phase for UVISI will be done using calibrated reference stars. There are two
issues involved here. The first is the algorithm for detecting and extracting the aperture irradiance. In
contrast to the SBV, a star will generally fall in only one pixel. The detection will be based on finding the
pixels with exceedences greater than some threshold and correlation with detections from the SBV signal
processor. Secondly, since the UVISI has a non-standard spectral response, the relation between the U%qSI
magnitude and the magnitude of a star must be known. From analysis of the I/VISI spectral response, the
relation between the visual magnitude of a star, 1V_,,with color, B-V, and the UVISI magnitude, Muvzs z is
given by an empirical relation similar to that for MsBv (Beavers).
Table 5: Comparison of an Observed Pass of lRAS Infrared Data for LCS-1 with a Radiometric Model
CORRECTED JANSKYS FLUX DATA {W/SQ METER)
OBJECT YR DAY HR MN BND RANGE OBS PRED RES OBS PRED RES
1361 83 72 Ii 56 I12 2001.1 16.55 16.42 0.132 0.11E-II 0.11E-If 0.89E-14
1361 83 72 ii 56 I25 2001.1 8.97 8.75 0.212 0.29E-12 0.28E-12 0.68E-14
1361 83 72 ii 56 I60 2001.1 1.82 2.27 -0.449 0.11E-13 0.14E-13 -0.27E-14
3 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS: 479.51 561.76 958.71
During the collection of RSO science data, each UVISI frame will detect many stars will have a
visual magnitude and a color, though not of the accuracy and reliability as the calibration fields. The process
of reducing the UVISI data will be similar to SBV: Compute Muwsz_t for each detected star found in the star
catalogue and compare with the observed magnitude, MuwsiOb8 derived from the calibration. The mean
difference between these two quantities becomes zero-point correction for the frame,
L_/[UVISI = Z ( MUVISI °bs - MuvisIcat ) / n
and is subtracted from the observed RSO magnitude. In this way the UVISI makes self- calibratingphotometric measurements, similar to the SBV.
In processing UVISI photometric data, a simple model is used for prediction of Mtrv]si Rso. It is based
on assuming that the satellite reflects the solar spectrum. We have adopted (Beavers)
MuvIsI Rs° = -26.8 - logzo ( pA F(_) / r 2 ) + AM,
where p is the reflectivity, A is the effective area, F(¢) is the phase function, and r is the range to the target.
The function AM will color correct the model for each UVISI waveband.
4.0 THE MSX EPHEMERIS
4.1 Description of the Problem and Method of Attack
The metric accuracy of the MSX sensors critically depends on the ephemeris or position accuracy of
the MSX satellite platform. This section will be describe the required ephemeris accuracy for the MSX andhow it can be achieved.
The ephemeris accuracy requirements are dependent on the required metric data quality for the
SPIRIT III and SBV. It is required that the ephemeris error for MSX be a small part of the overall error
budget, and (more specifically) 3-10 times less than the error of the data. An example of one of the more
stressful demands on the MSX ephemeris accuracy will be when the SBV or SPIRIT III is viewing an object
at the Earth's tangent height, a range 2500 km, in a 90 minute parking orbit. A simple calculation indicates
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that with 4-arcsecond sensor data quality and a requirement that the ephemeris error be at least 3 smaller
implies that the ephemeris accuracy for MSX must be better than 15 meters.
There were three methods considered for providing the required ephemeris accuracy: 1) an on-beard
GPS receiver, 2) ground (or skin) tracking from the Space Surveillance Network (SSN) radars, or 3) ground
tracking from the Air Force S-band Ground Link Stations (SGLS). A GPS receiver on beard the MSX was the
most attractive choice; but it was eliminated because of power, weight, and space requirements. Radar (skin)
tracking of the required accuracy could come from the Millstone radar in Massachusetts and from the
ALTAIR radar in the Marshall Islands (in the near equatorial Pacific). These provide accurate enough
measurements, but they are heavily tasked already and the amount of tracking that would be required for
MSX would demand too much of their resources. The SGLS network is used by the Air Force for satellite
communications, and the S-band tracking data is obtained to support acquisition. The MSX satellite will
have a coherent S-band transponder and will be controlled by the SGLS network. Tracking data from this
network become an attractive source for calculating a precision ephemeris for the MSX. The SGLS network
is a globally distributed network of stations, measuring range, range rate, azimuth, and elevation for
satellites with a coherent transponder.
To determine if the SGLS tracking data could suitably meet the 15 meter accuracy requirement for
MSX, a number of evaluations of the data have been made. The original studies were made in late 1989 and
through 1990. These studies involved SGLS data from two satellites with similar orbital parameters to
MSX. Table 6 compares these with one column devoted to the expected orbital parameters for MSX. The two
test satellites were lower, however, and their attitudes were not well-determined, which implied that
atmospheric drag was more difficult to model than is expected for MSX. The remaining dynamical
complication that could not be considered during these tests arises from the fact that MSX will have cryogen
gas venting during the useful lifetime of the SPIRIT III sensor. This phenomenon will constitute a
significant perturbation of the MSX orbit and is absent in the test satellites.
Table 6: Orbit Comparison of MSX and the Evaluation Test Objects:
ALTITUDE (km)
ECCENTRICITY
INCLINATION (deg)
DRAG
MANEUVER
SATELLITE ASPECT
MSX
888.
0.001
99.
YES
NO
1 9911
490.
0.00133
47.7
HIGH
OFTEN
KNOWN
_19911 and #20497
20497
460.
0.00161
43.1
HIGH
NO
NOT KNOWN NOT KNOWN
The objectives of the sample evaluations were to establish how accurately an orbit could be
determined for the two satellites with SGLS data. The stated precision of SGLS data is 6 meters in range, 3
cm/s in range rate, and 20 millidegrees for the angle measurements. These values are potentially good
enough to meet the orbit accuracy requirements. Related questions which were addressed by the test
evaluations include: how much tracking is required?, how well are the data calibrated?, and what additional
processing has to be done in order to use the data to its potential?
The late 1989 and 1990 studies took place during periods of major solar activity. For these low
altitude satellites, it was found that three day orbit fits were most suitable for the SGLS data. Besides
solving for the satellite state vector, drag scale factors at half day intervals were also estimated. The orbit
accuracy was evaluated using high accuracy radar measurements and also by comparing overlapping orbits.
The radar measurements were from the Millstone Hill L-Band radar (with a range accuracy of 1 meter) and
from the ALTAIR UHF radar (with a range accuracy of 10 meters).
The SGLS data had a nominal range bias correction applied (none for the angles) and a troposphere
refraction correction based on an empirically derived mapping function and monthly surface refractivity
values. No ionosphere refraction correction had been applied, and so we applied corrections based on the best
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availableglobalmodel (Bilitza,Klobuchar).The range rate had to be converted to a range difference
measurement tobe properlyused.Additionalbiasesin the range data were determined therebyimproving
the calibrationand accuracyofthe data.The angleswere alsocalibrated.
With an enhanced calibrationand an averageof8 tracksper day,the evaluationshowed thatthe two
satelliteshave orbitscomputed toan accuracyof15 meters.Thisisillustratedin Figures6 and 7.Figure6
provides a sample of the data qualityfrom one of the SGLS trackingstations(Guam) using an orbit
computed with the radar data, and Figure 7 shows range residualsfor the radar data using an orbit
computed with the SGLS data.The plotsdisplaythe mean and +/-1 c errorbars foreach ofthe tracks.The
means from Figure 7 are within 15 meters and are due to a combinationofmeasurement errorand orbit
error.These evaluationsindicatethatthe SGLS network can providethe necessarytrackingdata forthe
MSX orbitcomputation.
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Figure 6: Residuals of SGLS Tracks from an Orbit Determined with Radar I)ata
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Figure 7: Residuals of Radar Tracks from an Orbit Determined with SGLS Data
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4.2 Modeling the MSX Orbit
In order to produce a 15 meter orbit for the MSX on a routine basis, accurate modeling of the forces
acting on the MSX orbit is required. The gravitational forces are well known and already incorporated in the
DYNAMO software. The non-conservative forces which are more difficult to model include radiation
pressure, atmospheric drag, and the force induced by the venting of the gas created by the sublimation of a
solid hydrogen block within the cryo-stat. Two important data types that must be obtained and input to the
MSX force model are the satellite attitude and the venting flow rate of hydrogen gas from the cryogen
cooling system. The attitude data is necessary for the drag, solar radiation pressure, and cryogen venting
models. The cryogen flow rate data will be measured and provided by Utah State University (the
manufacturers of SPIRIT III), and details are still being worked out.
The cryogen gas venting model is the remaining dynamical complication for the MSX satellite. The
cryo-system on the MSX contains a large mass of solid hydrogen, which is used to keep the instruments at
the required temperature. As heat is added to or generated by the satellite, the hydrogen escaping through
the venting system produces a low thrust on the satellite. Depending on the detailed geometry of the venting
system, the effect of the resulting force can be large when integrated over the course of a day. Details on the
exact nature of this force are yet unclear, but an exact or an empirical model (which will be parametrized
and updated from the orbit fits) is critical to achieving a 15 meter orbit for the MSX on a routine basis.
5.0 SIYMMARY
The MSX science instruments cover a wide range of the spectrum from the ultra-violet to the long-
wave infrared and will be able to provide useful metric, photometric, and radiometric data for surveillance of
the Resident Space Object background. Careful characterization and calibration of the sensor data is
required for accurate analysis of space surveillance experiment data. Procedures for reduction and
refinement of the metric and radiometric (or photometric) data have been presented and methods of
calibration have been described. Examples from ground-test data similar in characteristics to the MSX
sensors and from the IRAS RSO detections have been presented to support the reduction and procedures
outlined in this report. In addition to the reduction of the MSX sensor data, it is crucial to calculate a precise
MSX ephemeris. The ephemeris is calculated using SGLS tracking of data from one of two S-band
transponders on board the MSX and sophisticated models of the MSX orbit. Examples to demonstrate the
techniques for this calculation have been provided from satellites in similar orbits equipped with S-band
transponders.
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